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DRAFT Minutes of Somerset Area Council meeting held 06
th

 April 2013 

Members Present: Gus Halfhide  Chair. 

 Roger Conway  Vice-Chair. 

 Edward Levy  Treasurer. 

 Paul Wright  Footpath Secretary. 

 Diane Knight Area membership secretary. 

 Les Stather  Webmaster and Mendip Group. 

 Mervyn King South Somerset Group. 

 Ruth Goodland South Somerset Group. 

 Kate Turner  S.W.A.G. 

 Shirley Jeffray West Somerset Group. 

 Robin Downton Woodspring Group. 

 Graham May Taunton Deane Group. 

 Sue Shewan Clevedon. 

 Anita Dale Clevedon. 

 Mary Henry  Independent Member. 

Also in attendance Nell Barrington Barrington Associates. 

 Adrian Kellett SWF Steering Group. 

Apologies: David Thompson  Area Secretary. 

1. Minutes of meeting held 27
th

 October 2012:-were agreed and signed. 

2. Matters arising:- The request from head office to investigate Somerset hosting the 

annual General Council meeting in 2014.  The secretary informed council that, having 

scoured Somerset for a suitable venue to host this meeting, there is no suitable place 

large enough to accommodate such a large meeting.  The only place that could hold 

such a meeting is the UWE.  However, they are unable to provide accommodation or 

conference facilities during the month required by Ramblers.  This has therefore had to 

be declined. The committee accepted this. 

3. Somerset Walking Festival:- The SWF project manager, Mary Henry, gave a brief 

introduction then handed the floor to Nell Barrington to introduce herself and discuss 

the feasibility study report. The first observation from the report is that the requirement 

for themed walks of various distances is necessary to achieving a good festival.  There 

are a large number of walkers, with dogs, on these festivals.  However, it is noted that 

there are not too many children attending the festivals, to be expected if held in term 

time The variation of walkers attending the festival would be: residents of Somerset, 

people from the neighbouring counties and people on holiday.  All would be looking 

for day walks. There was a huge number of agencies and bodies who expressed an 

interest in supporting the festival.  Having started off contacting approximately 30 

agencies the steering group received over 80 responses in support of the festival.  It is 

known that there is an outlet for a festival and there are many bodies and agencies 

expressing very positive interest.  The next hurdle will be to receive funding.  It is 

recognised that funding will be necessary to ensure a successful festival and that this 

area would be one of the greatest challenges facing the festival organisers.  May/June 

and September/October are shoulder months and the most suitable time to hold such a 

festival. Nell B suggested that the Sustainable Development Fund administered by 

AONB's might be a possible funding source. Roger C said that from his knowledge of 

the Quantock Hills JAC, the Walking Festival would not qualify for SDF.  This was 
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accepted and it was suggested that funding was sought from Natural England rather 

than individual areas such as Quantocks, Blackdowns or Mendips.  

On completion of the report Nell took questions from the council: A question was 

asked about the timing between obtaining funding and employing festival organisers. 

Nell explained that at least 3 month’s time was required for responses to funding 

applications and then a further 2 – 3 months to recruit an organiser..  When asked if a 

festival was still achievable in 2014 the reply was that, providing funding was available 

within a short time and all the many objectives were met, it is achievable but quite 

challenging. There were no further questions so the next part was the recommendations 

on further action. 

Recommendations on further action: 

a. That the study report be accepted – This was accepted unanimously. 

b. Barrington Associates to be thanked for their work and the treasurer be 

authorised to settle their invoice as per the contract  - Accepted unanimously. 

c. That Somerset Area agree in principle to aim for a Somerset Walking Festival of 7 

to 10 days duration in 2014.  This was amended by adding - subject to acquisition 

of appropriate funding, and ensuring the timescales are achievable of 2014 with a 

fallback time of 2015.  This was agreed by all but one group. Woodspring group 

are in opposition because of the perceived excessive amount of funding required 

from Ramblers.  The steering group explained that the Festival would be largely 

funded by new money and that the Ramblers contribution of £5,000 was essential 

in making external funding applications. It was stated that, of the perceived 

£25,000 per year required, £5,000 was Ramblers funding.  Woodspring believe 

the actual number of recruits will be much lower than the number of anticipated 

recruits and therefore the money will not be justifiable. The votes were 1 against, 

1 abstained, the remainder agreed.  

d. The Feasibility Study Steering Group be reconstituted as the Festival 

Steering Group with power to co-opt further members as required, and a 

remit to revise the Festival Project Plan, the associated budget and an 

organiser’s job description and seek external funding from appropriate 

sources. A number of concerns were raised by the chairman and the council.-  

Who will be the project manager? What resources are needed to do the next stage? 

The steering group explained that the current project plan would need to be 

refined as required for submitting with specific grant applications.  These 

applications would focus on the immediate funding need in order to recruit and 

support an organiser.  No further resources would be needed from Ramblers in 

pursuing applications, except for a small amount of postage..  When will the 

presentation be available?  This will depend on progress with funding 

applications.  A further statement was added that the council now have more 

knowledge and understanding of the requirement and can see that a coordinator 

will be required to managed the vast amount of information and work required.  

How much of this work will be voluntary and how much will require payment?  A 

concern was that the report fails to give enough detail about the amount of work 

that will be required to manage and coordinate the project. The steering group 

gave a full response to all the questions which was considered satisfactory.  All 

parts of this recommendation were accepted by the council. 

e. That the Festival Steering group be required to report back to Area Council 
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on the outcome of its funding applications with recommendations as to 

further action as appropriate before any specific commitments are accepted.  

The Chairman stated that Council would insist on  this action. 

f.  That copies of the study report and Area Council’s decisions at this meeting 

be forwarded by the Steering Group to Ramblers Head Office and all those 

organisations/groups which expressed support for a festival, with thanks for 

that support and an assurance of further involvement as the project develops.  
Agreed as ‘good practice’. 

g. That copies of (or extracts from) the Study Report be offered to those other 

festivals whose organisations contributed material information to it. Agreed. 

This concluded the debate of the Somerset Walking Festival. 

4. Reports from Area Officers & Group Representatives:-These having been 

previously circulated were received.  All reports from Officers & Groups were 

accepted.  It was reported that there are still a few places left on the Area Holiday this 

year.  Group reps. are requested to advise their groups of this.  The Area Footpath 

Secretary advised the Council that the Blackdown Hills AONB group were looking for 

a volunteer from Ramblers to become a representative of that group.  Paul Wright has 

said he is very happy to accept the nomination if no one else wishes to take it up.  Paul 

has also agreed to represent Devon and he has agreed to write to Devon Ramblers 

advising them of this situation.  When asked about footpath clearance in Somerset and 

the use of volunteers, Paul explained that, although there are the volunteers available 

from within the groups, there appears to be a lack of funding and leadership within the 

Councils.  It is hoped there may be some forward movement after the next elections.  A 

request for clarification on the Footpath secretary’s report be given as some members 

do not understand various acronyms.  It was agreed to review this in future.  Further 

concerns over the efficient and effective use of volunteers for footpath clearance.  It 

was explained that, although we have the volunteers there still requires resources from 

the councils to be put in place.  The current financial constraints make this opportunity 

very difficult to utilise. 

On the issue of membership, Diane Knight expressed concerns over the level of detail 

provided by head office.  Di advised Council she would be contacting the group 

membership secretaries to ask if they have any problems as it appears to be a massive 

amount of data for little reason.  There was discussion over the retention of members 

after the first year of joining.  It was suggested that area investigate some common 

method to give to groups to try to retain the ever dwindling numbers of new members.  

The Chairman asked the membership sec. to investigate some method which would 

simplify the level of detail provided and to give to group membership secretaries. 

S.W.A.G. provided a late minute brief to report they now have a full committee and 

the group is working well. 

5. The new Area web:-The Area Webmaster provided Council with an update on the new 

Somerset Area Web.  Apart from being a much better, up to date web, Les Stather 

advised the Council that there will no longer be any costs associated with managing the 

programme as this was a Ramblers sponsored web programme.  Any group currently 

paying for their web have been advised to contact the webmaster with the aim of 

transferring to the new system and stopping their contract with whoever they have at 

the moment.  The new system has facilities for web managers to do courses and further 
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enhance their own group web pages.  The Chairman urged all groups to visit the web 

pages and provide any feedback to further enhance the new Somerset Ramblers web. 

6. Motions for the next General Council:-The Chairman advised Council that aim of 

this item is to agree on how the delegates  (David Thompson and Les Stather) will vote, 

on behalf of Somerset, on the motions.  ( a copy of the motions is at the annex.) 

 

a. Support the motion 

b. Decide on the day as the discussion progresses. 

c. Support the motion. 

d. Support the motion. 

e. Support the motion. 

f. Support the motion. 

g. Delegates to listen to the debate and see how the motion run, with the 

 recommendation to support the motion. 

h. Support the motion. 

i. Delegates to ask the question “Why don’t you trust the Trustees to do this” and 

 see what falls out. 

j. Delegates to listen to the debate and make a decision on the outcome. 

k. Delegates to listen to the debate and make a decision on the outcome. 

l. Delegates to listen to the debate and make a decision on the outcome. 

m. Not to support this motion. 

7. The area newsletter:-The general consensus of opinion is that the newsletter would  be 

read by less people if just left to an electronic version.  SWAG were very much for the 

electronic system but were a lone figure in the debate.  The process of hard copy 

delivery must be swept up to ensure the cost of delivery is kept to a minimum.  

Newsletters and programmes must be made available together to ensure only one post 

each time.  The final decision is to stay with the hard copies. 

8. Role of Area:-This item is to be held in abeyance until the secretary is available to 

comment.  The current opinion is that the committee does not have a clear sense of 

direction.  This will be debated at the next meeting. 

9. Items for discussion at the next meeting:- Role of Area.  Somerset Area Anniversary.  

Debrief from the general Council.  What other Area Councils do. 

10. Dates of Next meeting:- 
Post minute Note:-The next meeting has been booked for Wednesday 03

rd
 July 

7:00pm to 9:00pm. 

The following meeting is still 26
th

 October 2013. 

There being no further business the Chair declared the meeting closed at 11.50a.m. 
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General Council 2013 Initial Board Positions on Motions for circulation to 

Areas and National Affiliates 
 

Constitutional Motions submitted 

1. Special Resolution to amend Article 22.5 – Sussex Area 

 

The Board of Trustees believes that any alteration to the articles relating to the position of 

Chairman is best dealt with as part of an analysis of all the roles within the Board. The Board 

will therefore propose an amendment to Motion number 12, “ Reviewing the Governance 

Structure” proposed by Surrey Area to include consideration of the terms for the Officers of the 

Board.  

 

Policy Motions submitted 

2. Ministry of Defence proposed purchase of land at Cape Wrath – Scottish Council 

Executive Committee 

For clarification, the Ministry of Defence (MOD) land in Scotland is not controlled by the 

Scottish Government, so while the Scottish Government can consult with all appropriate 

interests to determine whether it is in the public interest that the use of such land as part of a 

NATO firing range should continue it is not within its power to end such. It has however, under 

the concordat with the Secretary of State of Defence, the ability to be consulted on such matters.  

The initial position of the Board is to support this Motion. 

 

3. Preparing for the next General Election – Greater Manchester and High Peak Area 

 

The initial position of the Board is to support this Motion. 

 

4. Models of Funding & Management of Public Rights of Way – Shropshire Area 

 

The Board consider that an overall strategy for Public Rights of Way should be in place before a 

business model of this nature is developed. It also notes that this would be an enormous amount 

of work which could not be delivered in house and therefore has resource implications.  

 

Work on investigating funding for rights of way in CAP reform and in schemes like Paths 4 

Communities is taking place. 

 

The Board’s initial position is to oppose this Motion. 

 

5. National Parks Planning Powers in England– South Yorkshire & N E Derbyshire Area 

 

The initial view of the Board of Trustees is to offer the following amendment to this Motion: 

‘This General Council calls upon the Board of Trustees to stand ready to oppose any removal of 

planning powers for National Parks through its membership of the Campaigns for National 

Parks.’ 
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6. Ramblers Internet Search Ranking – Sussex Area 

 

The Board supports the desire that Ramblers should have an internet presence commensurate 

with its role as a leading walking organisation in Britain. For that reason substantial investment 

of resources has been made in both the last and current financial year to improve our web 

presence. The Ramblers GB website (www.ramblers.org.uk) was re-launched in December 

incorporating national microsites for England, Scotland and Wales. Stage two of that 

investment, will include a ‘hosted solution’ that will provide core and location-based 

information which will form and feed into websites for areas and groups. Basic search engine 

optimisation strategies will be incorporated into this solution. Trustees hope that the outcome of 

this will be that every group and area will have their own website and that those websites will be 

able to be linked to, and receive information directly from, the Ramblers GB website. Only once 

this has been achieved, and the Ramblers web presence is of a higher quality, would the board 

feel able to expend further resources directly on search engine optimisation. In the meantime 

support has been provided to volunteers running the Ramblers-Webs initiative who have been 

offering a hosted solution for groups. The board would like to take this opportunity to publicly 

thank them for their hard work.  

 

The Board’s initial position is to support the motion. 

 

7. Encouraging Younger Members – Berkshire Area 

 

Each Wildlife Explorer costs the RSPB money and their youth and education work is 

undertaken by about 45 staff with additional resources.  

 

Ramblers Cymru are undertaking exciting new initiatives to work with children and families 

which we will evaluate once they are complete to see if this can be rolled out widely. The Board 

welcomes local initiatives of this sort and encourages Areas to develop their ideas and feed this 

back.  

The Board’s initial position is to oppose this Motion on grounds of resources but would like to 

encourage local initiatives and learn from their experience. 

 

8. Farmland Partnership – Hertfordshire & North Middlesex Area 

 

The initial view of the Board is to oppose this Motion on the basis that they are unsure how 

productive such an initiative would be and Ramblers are currently working with these audiences 

on Local Access Forums, in working groups and in on media initiatives aimed at the public. 

Whilst this work could form part of the new strategy on public rights of way and access land, it 

commits the organisation to work more deeply with one sector than is currently felt to be 

needed. 

 

9. Publishing resourcing metrics in Annual Report – Avon Area 

 

We have decreased expenditure on campaigning (total spend including salaries and legal costs) 

over the past few years. However, a significant driver to this decrease was as a consequence of 

the financial crisis in 2008/09 with many other areas, including admin/back office functions also 

seeing significant cuts. In addition, the annual variation in expenditure on campaigning is often 

dependent on the level of legal costs in the particular year i.e. the reduction in campaign spend 

from 2007/08 to 2008/09 was entirely due to high legal spend on a specific case in 2007/08. 

http://www.ramblers.org.uk/
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The Board would question whether all members consider campaigns spend to be more 

important than say supporting members (membership administration). Other members may view 

receiving a good member service as more important than campaigns. 

  

The Board also notes that some of the admin/‘back office’ cost mentioned e.g. 

marketing/advertising often relate to appeals with the income generated used to directly support 

campaigns. 

  

The initial Board position is to oppose the Motion but to support financial openness by 

presenting this information to General Council and putting it in an impact report and on the 

website. 

 

10. Rights of Way in Future Housing Developments – West Riding Area 

 

The Board note that there is already good advice relating to housing developments and rights of 

way in DEFRA circular 1/09. They propose the following amendment: 

‘This General Council requests that the Board of Trustees ensure DEFRA guidance 1/09 

relating to housing developments and rights of way is reviewed and promoted to Groups.’  

 

11. Introduction of a National Volunteer Development Programme – Inner London    Area 

 

The Board’s initial position is to support this Motion. 

 

12. Reviewing the Governance Structure – Surrey Area 

The Board’s initial position is to support this motion as it is in line with the findings of the 

review by the Chief Executive; the anecdotal feeling coming through from the regional 

meetings held by the Chairman, and previous General Councils motions in 2008 and 2010.  

 

13. Guidance for Applications for Wind Turbine Farms - East Yorkshire & Derwent Area 

 

The Board of Trustees suggest the following amendment: 

‘This General Council requests the Board of Trustees to ensure that our countryside guidance is 

revised to provide clearer advice for volunteers on opposing a gradual increase in the intensity 

of turbines over a number of planning applications and avoid turbines that are closer than fall-

over distance from a public right of way.’ 

 

 


